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Latest news on Conversions, Upholstery
Restorations & Graphics
A not so lidl bus for Lidl Ireland
South East Coachworks recently completed a bus conversion for Lidl Ireland. The bus features a raised upper deck
roof with polycarbonate sunroof, aircon, cameras, TVs, kitchen including microwaves, hob & fridges, multiple storage
areas, luxury seating & an illuminating Rudolph nose… but it doesn’t stop there! We built a trailer stairway so that
visitors can exit the bus directly from the upper deck too. Of course our in house sign department SEC Signworks
wrapped the bus & trailer and what a mighty fine job they did too. We think the pictures say it all.

Oasis launches innovative new mobile store: Bessie the bus!

Meet Bessie the Bus! For those who haven’t seen her already, this amazing conversion for Oasis, the contemporary
high-street fashion store was completed by SEC a couple of weeks ago and is acting as a mobile fashion hotspot for
keen shoppers around the country. As part of Oasis’ wider multi-million pound re-fit, Bessie the Bus features Oasis’
contemporary House of Oasis interior scheme, with some exciting additions including a retro fridge displaying
knitwear, a kitchen hob for accessories and a breakfast bar which doubles as a hanging and display unit.
In addition, a Welsh dresser sits next to a homely fireplace and a jewellery box opens to print customer receipts.
Bessie the Bus even has her own website: www.bessiethebus.com features Bessie’s story, bus timetable, blog posts
and an invitation to sign up and vote for her to visit a town near you.
Customers can also follow Bessie @oasisfashion #BessieTheBus

A quirky quintuplet
We have so many restorations jobs in the workshop (five to be precise!) we just couldn’t choose only one to feature in
our Newsletter! So here are some photos of all five. The Guy Arab, AEC Regent III, rare Bedford mini coach,
AEC Regent MK5 & the Leyland Leopard Coach can all be found under just one roof!
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